PRESERVATION PRICING AGREEMENT
At Heider Cleaners, Inc. we believe that each wedding gown is as unique and as special as the bride
who wore it. We also know that each gown comes with its own set of challenges when it comes to
its proper cleaning and preservation. For these reasons our gown preservation service does not follow the one price fits all model.

FABRIC CONTENT | Our preservation prices are primarily based on the fabric content of the
gown. Most wedding gowns are made from Polyester or Silk, but are sometimes made with a combination of other fibers such as Acetate, Nylon and Rayon.
A description of the fiber(s) used to make each gown can usually be found on the gowns care label. If
this label is non-existent or has been removed, Heider Cleaners can determine the fabric content
through simple fiber testing. Knowing the fabric content of each wedding gown will determine the
best method for cleaning and ensure that each gown is given the highest level of care.
OTHER FACTORS | To ensure that each gown receives the highest level of cleaning at the fairest
price we evaluate each gown based on the soil content, the number of layers it contains and the
gowns value. These factors may increase and will sometimes decrease the cost of your preservation.
The pricing table below contains the range of preservation prices for gowns made of Polyester
and Silk. Each table contains a “starting” or “Base” price, a “Median” price and the “High” price depending on the factors stated above. Prices for gowns made of “other” fibers will fall somewhere in
between Polyester and Silk.
*(For quotes on gowns valued higher than $5000 please contact Heider by phone at 937-298-6631)

POLYESTER

SILK

Base Price

$215.00

Base Price

$299.00

Median or Average
Price

$235.00

Median or Average Price

$329.00

High Price

$265.00

High Price

$369.00

By signing I agree to pay Heider Cleaners for preserving my wedding gown based on the above
pricing criteria. Should I decide not to have my gown cleaned and preserved after submitting it, I
agree to reimburse Heider for the cost of shipping the gown both to and from Heider Cleaners Inc.
Name __________________________________________

Signature ________________________________________ Date ________________

